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ABSTRACT 

In recent years mobile ad hoc networks have become very popular and lots of research is being done on different aspects of 
MANET. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET)-a system of mobile nodes (laptops, sensors, etc.) interfacing without the 
assistance of centralized infrastructure (access points, bridges, etc.). There are different aspects which are taken for research like 
routing, synchronization, power consumption, bandwidth considerations etc. This paper concentrates on routing techniques which 
is the most challenging issue due to the dynamic topology of ad hoc networks. There are different strategies proposed for efficient 
routing which claimed to provide improved performance. There are different routing protocols proposed for MANETs which 
makes it quite difficult to determine which protocol is suitable for different network conditions .This paper provides an overview 
of different routing protocols proposed in literature and also provides a comparison between them. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) lacks a fixed infrastructure and has a dynamically changing topology. Nodes in a MANET 
move freely and independently of one another. Two nodes can communicate directly if they are within each other’s transmission 
range. The transmission range of mobile nodes is often limited due to battery power constraints, frequency reuse, channel fading, 
etc. Thus, routes between nodes are often multi-hop, necessitating the development of efficient routing protocols with an objective 
to optimize one or more routing qualities or metrics. In a dynamic environment like that of the MANETs, optimal routes, with 
respect to a particular metric, keep changing with time. To maintain optimality in their design metric (like hop count, delay and 
bandwidth usage) routing protocols incur a large network overhead. The commonly used approach of flooding the route request 
and/or reply packets can easily lead to congestion and also consume battery power.  

Stability is an important design criterion to be considered while developing multi-hop routing protocols for resource-constrained 
environments like MANETs. MANETs are easily prone to congestion due to the low to moderate capacity of the wireless links. 
Also, mobile nodes used in energy-constrained environments like sensor networks and embedded networks cannot afford to lose 
their battery power quickly. Frequent route changes can also result in out-of-order packet delivery, causing high jitter in multi-
media, real-time applications. The application layer is overloaded as it has to take care of lost and out-of-order packets, leading to 
reduced throughput. 

Thus, stability is also important from Quality of Service (QoS) point of view. Routing protocols belonging to different routing 
philosophies have been proposed in the literature. A proactive routing protocol pre-determines the routes between any two nodes 
irrespective of the need for such routes. On the other hand, reactive routing protocols discover routes only when required (i.e., on-
demand). Some protocols consider all nodes as peers (flat network topology), while others consider a hierarchy among nodes and 
only nodes in the same level of the hierarchy are treated as peers. Some protocols assume each node is aware of its current location 
in the network and also can learn the locations of other nodes in the network.  

Routing protocols that are sensitive to the available battery power at the nodes and the energy to be spent in packet transfer have 
been also proposed in the literature. Some routing protocols discover and maintain multi-paths for a given node pair[1]. 
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II. CHARACTERISTICS OF MANET 
Mobile ad hoc network nodes are furnished with wireless transmitters and receivers using antennas, which may be highly 
directional (point-to-point), omnidirectional (broad-cast), probably steerable, or some combination. At a given point in time, 
depending on positions of nodes, their transmitter and receiver coverage patterns, communication power levels and co-channel 
interference levels, a wireless connectivity in the form of a random, multihop graph or "ad hoc" network exists among the nodes. 
This ad hoc topology may modify with time as the nodes move or adjust their transmission and reception parameters[6]. The 
characteristics of these networks are summarized as follows:  

 Communication via wireless means.  
 Nodes can perform the roles of both hosts and routers.  
 Bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links.  
 Energy-constrained Operation.  
 Limited Physical Security.  
 Dynamic network topology.  
 Frequent routing updates.  

III. CLASSIFICATION OF ROUTING PROTOCOL 
Routing protocols define a set of rules which governs the journey of message packets from source to destination in a network. In 
MANET, there are different types of routing protocols each of them is applied according to the network circumstances. Fig. 1 
shows the basic classification of the routing protocols in MANETs[1]. 

 
Proactive Routing Protocols Proactive protocols endlessly learn the topology of the network by exchanging topological info 
among the network nodes. During this family of protocols, nodes maintain one or a lot of routing tables concerning nodes within 
the network. These routing protocols update the routing table info either sporadically or in response to alter within the 
configuration [12]. The advantage of those protocols is that a supply node does not want route-discovery procedures to seek out a 
route to a destination node. On the opposite hand the disadvantage of those protocols is that maintaining a homogenous and up-to-
date routing table needs substantial electronic communication overhead that consumes information measure and power, and 
reduces outturn, particularly within the case of an outsized range of high node quality. There square measure varied sorts of Table 
Driven Protocols: Cluster-Head entry Switch Routing protocol (CGSR), Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP), wide-angle State 
Routing Protocol (FSR), class-conscious State Routing (HSR) [13]. 

Reactive Routing Protocols: Reactive routing protocol is also known as on demand routing protocol. In this protocol route is 
discovered whenever it is needed Nodes initiate route discovery on demand basis. Source node sees its route cache for the 
available route from source to destination if the route is not available then it initiates route discovery process. The on- demand 
routing protocols have two major components [7]. 

Route discovery: In this phase source node initiates route discovery on demand basis. Source nodes consults its route cache for 
the available route from source to destination otherwise if the route is not present it initiates route discovery. The source node, in 
the packet, includes the destination address of the node as well address of the intermediate nodes to the destination.  

Route Maintenance: Due to dynamic topology of the network cases of the route failure between the nodes arises due to link 
breakage etc, so route maintenance is done. Reactive protocols have acknowledgement mechanism due to which route 
maintenance is possible Reactive protocols add latency to the network due to the route discovery mechanism. Each intermediate 
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node involved in the route discovery process adds latency. These protocols decrease the routing overhead but at the cost of 
increased latency in the network. Hence these protocols are suitable in the situations where low routing overhead is required. 
There are various well known reactive routing protocols present in MANET for example DSR, AODV, TORA and LMR [1]. 

Hybrid Routing Protocol: There is a trade-off between proactive and reactive protocols. Proactive protocols have large overhead 
and less latency while reactive protocols have less overhead and more latency. So a Hybrid protocol is presented to overcome the 
shortcomings of both proactive and reactive routing protocols. Hybrid routing protocol is combination of both proactive and 
reactive routing protocol. It uses the route discovery mechanism of reactive protocol and the table maintenance mechanism of 
proactive protocol so as to avoid latency and overhead problems in the network. Hybrid protocol is suitable for large networks 
where large numbers of nodes are present. In this large network is divided into set of zones where routing inside the zone is 
performed by using reactive approach and outside the zone routing is done using reactive approach. There are various popular 
hybrid routing protocols for MANET like ZRP, SHARP [2] 

IV. SIGNAL STABILITY–BASED ADAPTIVE ROUTING PROTOCOL (SSA) 
SSA protocol focuses on obtaining the most stable routes through an ad hoc network. The protocol performs on demand route 
discovery based on signal strength and location stability. Based on the signal strength, SSA detects weak and strong channels in 
the network. SSA can be divided into two cooperative protocols: the Dynamic Routing Protocol (DRP) and the Static Routing 
Protocol (SRP). DRP uses two tables: Signal Stability Table (SST) and Routing Table (RT). SST stores the signal strengths of the 
neighboring nodes obtained by periodic beacons from the link layer of each neighboring node. These signal strengths are recorded 
as weak or strong. DRP receives all the transmissions and, after processing, it passes those to the SRP. SRP passes the packet to 
the nodes upper layer stack if it is the destination. Otherwise, it looks for the destination in routing table and forwards the packet. 
If there is no entry in the routing table for that destination, it initiates the route-finding process. Route-request packets are 
forwarded to the neighbors using the strong channels. The destination, after getting the request, chooses the first arriving request 
packet and sends back the reply. The DRP reverses the selected route and sends a route-reply message back to the initiator of 
route request. The DRPs of the nodes along the path update their routing tables accordingly. In case of a link failure, the 
intermediate nodes send an error message to the source indicating which channel has failed. The source in turn sends an erase 
message to inform all nodes about the broken link and initiates a new route-search process to find a new path to the destination[6].  
 
 

 Proactive Reactive Hybrid 

Network 
Organization 

Flat/ 
Hierarchical 

Flat Flat 
Hierarchical 

Topology 
Dissemination  
 

Periodical On-Demand Both 

Route Latency 
 

Always 
Available 

Available 
when needed 

Both 

Communication 
Overhead 
 

High Low  Medium 

 
 

Table 1: Comparison of Characteristics of Classification of Routing Protocol 
 

V. NEED OF SECURITY IN MANET 
The specific features of MANETs present a challenge for security solutions. Many existing security solutions for conventional 
networks are ineffective and inefficient for many envisaged MANET deployment environments. Consequently, researchers have 
been working for the last decade on developing new security solutions or changing current ones to be applicable to MANETs. 
Since many routing protocols do not consider security, some research focuses on developing secure routing protocols or 
introducing security extensions to the existing routing protocols. Routing protocols have been proposed to counter selfish 
activities by forcing the selfish nodes to cooperate. Existing key management mechanisms are usually based on central points 
where services such as certification authorities or key servers can be placed. Since MANETs do not have such points, new key 
management mechanisms have had to be developed to fulfill requirements. Finally, since prevention techniques are invariably 
limited in effectiveness, intrusion detection systems are generally used to complement other security mechanisms. This applies to 
MANETs too and researchers have proposed new Ideas to detect malicious activities on these networks[5]. 
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 AES RCRDB DES IDEA 
Encryption 
Time (Kbps)  

 

0.3 0.2 0.3 2.5 

Decryption 
Time (Kbps)  

 

0.3 0.2 0.2 2.5 

Invisibility  

 

   High 

 

High 

 

High 

 

High 

 
Payload 
Capacity 

Low 

 

High 

 

Low 

 

High 

 
Independent of 

file Type 

 

No 

 

No 

 

No 

 

No 

 

Table 2: Comparison of different encryption algorithms 
 

VI. RELATED WORK 
Aarti and Tyagi S. S. [5] presented the MANET and its characteristics, challenges, advantages, application, security goals, 
various types of security attacks in its routing protocols. Security attack can classified as a active or passive attacks. Different 
security mechanisms are introduced in order to prevent such network.  
Laxmi V. et al.[16] presented that in MANET there are many critical issues such as energy consumption, QoS, exposure to 
attacks, link stability etc. are likely to be unreliable due to node mobility. 
Mrinmoy Gosh and Pranam Paul [17] presented that Cryptography is an essential tool of data security through mathematical 
manipulation of data with an incomprehensible format for unauthorized person. Here a newly developed technique named, 
“Replacement of Cyclic Regeneration of Distinct Block (RCRDB)” is discussed. At first, plain text is decomposed into some 
blocks, having equal length. With help of all distinct blocks, some distinct blocks have been regenerated. The process will be 
continued up to a finite level of regeneration. Finally by rearrangement and replacement of all blocks in source stream or plain 
text, target stream or encrypted text will be generated.  
Dr. Prerna Mahajan et al. [19] stated that network security has become an important issue. Encryption has come up as a 
solution, and plays an important role in information security system. 
Vikas Deswal [20] studied that SSA protocol itself gives the concept of network reconfiguration to provide the network stability. 
The SSA protocol is capable to identify the broken link over the network. As the broken link is identified, it finds the 
reconfigured path to perform the rerouting for network communication. In this research paper the proposed model is also defined 
with modified SSA protocol to find Reconfigured path.


 
 
CONCLUSION 

Signal Stability-Based Adaptive (SSA) Routing Protocol uses signal stability for finding stable routes. The signal strength is used 
to classify a link as stable or unstable. SSA detects weak and strong channels in the network based on the signal strength. SSA 
routing protocol provides an on-demand route discovery by selecting longer-lived routes based on signal strength and location 
stability. SSA routing protocol  having a drawback of security i.e. it can’t provide security or any kind of encryption to the packets 
in the network. In the proposed work the security is provided to SSA routing protocol by using the combination of RCRDB and 
AES algorithm. 
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